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WELCOME TO ISSUE #008 //

NOTE FROM
THE EDITORS
Welcome to issue number #008 of Pod Bible
magazine and what a different place we
all find ourselves from where we were two
months ago. Life may have changed but our
job has arguably never been more important.
It's always been our belief that podcasts can
provide a welcome distraction to the stresses
and strains of the day to day and never has that
been more relevant than now. So let's get on
with it shall we?

podcast, have a look at some of Joe Lycett's
stand out guest appearances and there's news
of a new podcast from Ed Gamble. We also
have the usual reviews and recommendations
including our ever popular Oh.My.Pod section
where we highlight some of our favourite
independent and amateur podcasts right now.

First up a big hello to all our new readers who
have found a magazine in their copy of The
Sunday Times. We've distributed 40,000 issues
of the magazine across the country and have
been thrilled with the response.

If you have a show you'd like to recommend or
have any other queries then please get in touch
on email or social media.

Our cover stars for this issue are the wonderful
Drunk Women Solving Crime! Catie, Hannah
& Taylor have seen their show grow from
a fun idea to one of the most popular British
podcasts around so we were delighted when
they agreed to be a part of this issue. As well
as our interview with them we chat to Sara
Pascoe about the positive message behind her

We'll be back with issue #009 in June, but
until then we hope the magazine and the
podcasts within it can give you that little bit
of escapism that's so needed at the moment.
Thanks for reading.
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Alongside the magazine the Pod Bible Podcast
is another way to keep tabs on the podcasts
you should be listening to. Each week we
speak to podcasters about their show as well
as the ones they love listening to. We've kept
episodes short, around 20-25 minutes, in an
effort to act as a supplement rather than a meal
replacement. Something to listen to alongside
your current library rather than to replace any
of your current favourites. The show is available
on all your favourite podcast apps so be sure
to check it out!

info@podbiblemag.com // @podbible

STU WHIFFEN // ADAM RICHARDSON
Pod Bible Editors - @stuwhiffen // @mynameisad
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WHAT’S A PODCAST
AND HOW DO I LISTEN?
WHAT’S IS IT?!
A podcast is a digital audio file made available
on the internet for downloading or streaming to
a computer or an alternative device such as a
phone. To be a little less clinical, it’s essentially
a radio show that you can listen to wherever
and whenever you choose without being
interrupted by regular weather bulletins or

Fortunately not! They’re absolutely free which
makes them one of the most accessible forms
of entertainment around. Many of the larger
podcasts will feature adverts and some offer
access to extra content for a small fee but 99%
of podcasts are available for you to listen to on
demand for nothing at all.
There are literally millions of hours of top quality
content out there for you to explore - so what's
stopping you?!
SO HOW DO I LISTEN?

travel updates.
Right now there are over 800,000 different
podcasts with over 30 million episodes in 100
different languages available to listen to. These
range from highly produced shows recorded in
professional studios by major broadcasters to
rough and ready homemade shows recorded
on a laptop in someones bedroom. If you have
a computer and an internet connection, you
can make a podcast, making it one of the most
democratic mediums around. Is it time to see
what all the fuss is about?
SURELY I HAVE TO PAY?

The Spotify and Acast apps are available on all
smart phones and other devices and cover a
wide variety of podcasts. If you're an iPhone
user then the Apple Podcasts app should
already be on your phone. The same applies
for the Google Podcasts app on Android
phones. Within these apps you can search
for and subscribe to shows so that the latest
episodes will be downloaded to your phone
without you having to seek them out.
The Spotify app also allows you to scan codes
(available across this magazine) which take
you directly to the relevant podcast. The
Audible app can be used to listen to Audible
original podcasts.
If you're on a desktop computer then you
can use the Spotify desktop application
(which is also available in your browser) the
Acast website or the Audible Cloud Player.
Alternatively you can use iTunes or go direct to
the website of the podcast you want to listen to.
// 03

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO... DRUNK WOMEN SOLVING CRIME //

“THERE’S BEEN SOME
PRETTY BREATHTAKING
HANGOVERS...”
SLIGHTLY SOZZLED SUPER SLEUTHS CATIE,
HANNAH & TAYLOR JOIN US TO DISCUSS
DRUNK WOMEN SOLVING CRIME, THE
FREEDOM PODCASTING AFFORDS AND THE
DANGER OF POST RECORDING PIZZAS.
PB: WHY PODCASTING? WHAT IS IT
ABOUT PODCASTS THAT APPEALS
TO YOU?

Taylor: I mean...Drunk Women is the most fun
I’ve ever had at work. Only a podcast could
allow for this kind of format, and we are in
charge of our content completely. That’s
what’s exhilarating about podcasts vs other
mediums. I love that with so many pods there
is also the live show element.
Catie: It’s virtually gatekeeper free, so all your
energy goes on making your show as great
as you can, rather than trying to convince
someone you’ve had a great idea.
IF YOU COULD GO BACK TO BEFORE
YOU STARTED YOUR SHOW AND
GIVE YOURSELVES ONE PIECE OF
ADVICE, WHAT WOULD IT BE?

04 //

Taylor: I was so nervous hosting the first
episode with Katherine Ryan, and for some
reason I told Catie and Hannah we shouldn’t
laugh too much or it’d be annoying for
listeners! It’s still a great episode but I should
have relaxed and had more fun rather than
trying to get it “right.”
Hannah: Don’t get too smashed at live
shows. Haha. The mix of adrenaline and just
Join writer/comedian
hosts Hannah George,
Catie Wilkins and
Taylor Glenn as they
welcome top guests
from comedians
to crime writers to
test out their drunk
detective skills.
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Right to left: Catie Wilkins, Hannah George & Taylor Glenn

having a great time means there’s been some Catie: Comedy chops. People who have
pretty breathtaking hangovers.
honed their craft and have brilliant instincts
elevate everything.
WHAT MAKES A GREAT PODCAST HOST?

Taylor: Enthusiasm and willingness to go with
Hannah: I like hosts who are just completely the flow of the format. And being themselves.
themselves. I think it was Seinfeld who said the
closer you are to yourself on stage the funnier
“I WAS IN A DELICATE
you’ll be.
Taylor: They should be American. Joking. Or
am I?
WHAT ABOUT A GREAT PODCAST GUEST?

Hannah: Someone who’s up for joining in, but
who is also good at sharing the space. Whenever
we talk over each other on the podcast we
always apologise profusely followed by us all
singing ‘Female workplace!’ Which still makes
me laugh no matter how many times we do it.

FEMALE SITUATION AT
THE TIME. SHE REALLY
GOT AN EYEFUL.”

WHAT'S BEEN YOUR WORST PODCAST
MOMENT SO FAR?

Taylor: Felicity Montagu walked in on me while
I was on the toilet after we recorded our episode
and, how shall I put this, I was in a delicate female
situation at the time? She really got an eyeful.
// 05

Hannah: Aside from the aforementioned
hangovers, when we recorded our first
episode at Taylor’s house I put a pizza on
after the recording and worried all night that I
hadn’t turned the oven off and had burnt her
house down. Reader, I hadn’t.
IS THERE ANYTHING YOU FOUND
FRUSTRATING AS A PODCAST LISTENER
BUT UNDERSTAND NOW YOU MAKE
YOUR OWN?

Catie: Too many references to previous
episodes that I haven’t listened to, with
assumed knowledge I don’t have. I always try
and give quick extra info to explain, if ever this
happens on ours. It can be tricky when there’s
listeners who will already know, mixed with
those who won't.
Taylor: I’m not a fan of hosts going way off
piste topic wise, I think we rein ourselves in
but it’s so tempting to veer into side convos
especially when you’re tipsy.
WHICH EPISODE OF YOUR PODCAST
MEANS THE MOST TO YOU?

Taylor: Probably our first live recording with
Jenny Eclair. We were so fortunate to land her
as a first live guest and despite the nerves
about whether it would work, Jenny was an
absolute gem and kicked off our live shows
in the best possible way. Wow I’m quite the
name dropper aren’t I? Amanda Abbington
loved that about me.

“MY 15-YEAR-OLD
SELF WOULD HAVE
EXPLODED AT THIS
INFORMATION”
06 //

Catie: I was a bit star struck when we had
Louise Wener from Sleeper as a guest. My
15-year-old self would have exploded at
this information (once I’d explained about
podcasts and the internet etc). She was so
nice and a fantastic guest.
Hannah: We recorded one episode where
about an hour before the recording I received
some news that was of huge personal relief to
me. I can hear it in my voice when I listen back.
It was a weird moment of podcast life and real
life colliding, and a lovely moment to spend
drinking and laughing with my friends.
WHICH PODCASTS OR PODCAST HOSTS
DO YOU TAKE INSPIRATION FROM??

Taylor: Ah my current fave is Jonathan
Goldstein of Heavyweight and This American
Life. He’s got a great balance of humour
balanced with compassion and empathy.
Catie: I love the hosts of The Irish Passport
Naomi O’Leary and Tim McInerney because
they are so well informed and clever, but
also quite patiently explain everything so that
everyone listening can be up to speed. They
have a brilliant mix of humour and insight, and
I like how they are friends having fun, as well
as being serious.
Hannah: I love Samira Ahmed on her podcast
How I Found My Voice. I also recently met her
and she complimented my dress so I guess
we’re best friends now.
FINALLY, WHAT ARE YOUR CURRENT
FAVOURITE PODCASTS?

Hannah: I love Helen Bauer & Rosie Jones' pod
Daddy Look at Me they have a great rapport and
great guests! I also love Hatty Ashdown’s Funny
Mummies and I’m not even a parent.
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Catie: I love Girl Chaat by Uma Nayer, which
is all about celebrating life from a British South
Asian female perspective. She’s had some
fascinating guests on, and covered topics
from Christmas to politics, in such a funny,
interesting and informative way.
Taylor: Heavyweight, I Don’t Even Own
a Television, Dear Joan & Jericha, Dumb
People Town, and Scriptnotes. Gosh those are
overwhelmingly American AND male, I need
to have a serious word with myself. Sorry.
New episodes of Drunk Women Solving Crime
are released every Wednesday! For more
information visit drunkwomensolvingcrime.com

@DrunkWomenPod // @CatieWilkins
@HannahMGeorge // @TaylorGlennUK
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THE NEW TESTAMENT //

EPISODE HIGHLIGHTS
FROM THE PAST
SIX MONTHS
HOW TO FAIL w/ ELIZABETH DAY

Interview

S6, Ep7 // Fearne Cotton // Nov 2019
Podcasters coming together isn’t a new thing, but having a guest on that
was one of the inspirations for the podcast in question is always special. As
she sits down with Elizabeth, Fearne talks of the liberation of starting her
Happy Place podcast, the effect her openness about her mental health has
had on her “fame”, the mental toll of putting together a festival based upon
such emotional openness and the niggling regret of choosing a career in
show business over a more traditional education.

REPLY ALL

Technology & Culture

#158 // The Case of the Missing Hit // Mar 2020
Reply All features "stories about how people shape the internet, and how
the internet shapes people" although their episodes often stray from that
description when a story is too good not to be told. In this recent episode
the team try to help a man who is haunted by the memory of a song from his
youth. He can remember the lyrics and the melody but has failed every time
he's tried to find it. Who recorded it? When was it released? Did it even exist
at all? One of the most satisfying podcast episodes we've ever featured.

DISTRACTION PIECES PODCAST

Interview

#311 // Michael Cashman // Feb 2020
While episodes with the likes of Michael Fassbender, Mary J Blige or Russell
Brand may stand out, it's so often the conversations with smaller stars or
unknown personalities that make Distraction Pieces so engaging. What
starts out as a promo for actor and activist Michael Cashman's new book
develops into a beauftiful conversation about love, inner strength and so
much more. This, alongside Scroobius Pip's ability to reference things that
Michael may have previously been unaware of, take this episode to the
08 //
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HERE WE GO AGAIN

Parenting

The Days After Birth // Dec 2019
Prepare yourself for a hugely emotional listen as Stacey Soloman
discusses what it means to be a new Mum on her unapologetically honest
podcast, Here We Go Again. In this episode Stacey speaks to close friend
Nadia Sawalha about the fear and desperation felt in those early days and
even shares voice notes sent to Nadia in the hours after birth. A truly heart
warming listen that showcases the importance of friendship and family
support for any new parent.

IN WRITING w/ HATTIE CRISELL

Creativity

Episode 10 // Charlie Brooker, Screenwriter // Jan 2020
Whether you're an aspiring writer or just someone who enjoys peeping
behind the curtain of your favourite shows, Hattie Crisell's In Writing
provides a fascinating insight into the careers and processes of some of
the best writers in the game, and Charlie Brooker ensured season one
ended on a high note. From drawing cartoons and reviewing video games
to creating cult favourites Nathan Barley and Black Mirror, Charlie discusses
the approach he takes to his work and the pain involved in sharing it.

REVEAL

Investigative Reporting

The Honor Walk // Feb 2020
In the years since it launched Reveal has covered the water crisis in
Michigan, fake art in New York galleries, sued the Trump Administration
over the border wall and more. The Honor Walk is the second in two stories
from Reveal about organ donation. This short episode is a hugely moving
snapshot of a new tradition across American hospitals (hence the spelling
of honor) where the entire hospital staff flood the corridors in tribute to a
patient who has agreed to donate their organs.

THE DURATUS MIND PODCAST

Mental Health

Rob Parker - Former Rugby League Hitman // Jan 2020
Rugby and the armed forces aren’t two areas of society that are particularly
known for their frank and open discussion of mental health but that
changes as former Rugby player Rob Parker sits down with former Special
Forces Sergeant Major Gaz Banford for a hugely exposing conversation.
A real connection is made when they speak of identity after leaving their
chosen vocation. From the basics of how to provide for your family to the
deeper discussion of identity, it’s a brave conversation from start to finish.
// 09

THE 10 COMMANDMENTS //
IN ASSOCIATION WITH

PODCASTS
TO LIFT YOUR
SPIRITS
EACH ISSUE ACAST’S SAM SHETABI DELIVERS
HIS TEN COMMANDMENTS - THE SHOWS YOU
SHOULD BE LISTENING TO RIGHT NOW, WITH A
DIFFERENT THEME EACH TIME. THIS MONTH,
HE’S LOOKING AT FEEL GOOD PODCASTS.
“Good health isn’t just about sticking to a low-carb diet or how
many kilometres you can rack up on the treadmill. Making sure your
wellbeing is in balance is important, whether that’s by practising
zen-like meditation, spending time with people who make you
laugh, or just taking the time out of the day to find your happy
place. We think there’s a podcast out there to lift anyone’s spirits.”
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ADRIFT

W/ GEOFF LLOYD
& ANNABEL PORT

POWER
HOUR

The tagline for this podcast is “A comic
tragedy for anyone flailing in the sea of
their own inadequacy”, a rather poetic
analogy of how life can feel at times. There
is, however, a wonderful companionship to
be found listening to Geoff and Annabel’s
musings on navigating anxiety through the
choppy waters of modern life, with plenty of
laughs along the way.

Power Hour is a lot like having your own
personal motivation coach tucked into
your pocket, ready to be activated with
a few taps and swipes. Host Adrienne
Herbert asks what you could do if you
dedicated one hour each day to improving
yourself — a vital dose of inspiration to get
you pursuing your passions and help reach
your goals.
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THE DOCTOR'S
KITCHEN PODCAST

THE HORNE
SECTION PODCAST

Let’s be honest, food is still number one
when it comes to health and happiness.
It’s fuel for the body, after all. Step into
The Doctor's Kitchen, where Dr Rupy Aujla
is your master chef on the principles of
healthy eating, and how to prevent and
treat illness. Joined by a panel of experts,
this pod serves up the latest research on
how to supercharge
your health.

The vanguards of happiness are laughter
and music, so imagine the sheer uplifting
power of a podcast that combines the
two. Experience it yourself by joining Alex
Horne and his band The Horne Section,
with guests like Greg Davies, Katy Wix and
Katherine Ryan accompanying them for big
tunes and even bigger laughs.

POSTCARDS
FROM MIDLIFE

DEAR JOAN
& JERICHA

Lorraine Candy and Trish Halpin answer the
question: “am I the only one who has to put
up with this?” Their podcast, about the trials
and tribulations of raising a family in midlife,
consults experts and famous guests on their
journeys — including parenting teenagers,
the menopause and reinventing themselves
after 40. These laid-bare conversations let
you know you’re not
alone in the madness.

Turning positive affirmations and female
empowerment on its head are “everywomen”
Joan Damry and Jericha Domain. This awardwinning comedy podcast is from the minds of
legendary British comedy writers and actors
Julia Davis and Vicki Pepperdine, who play
fiercely opinionated agony aunts dishing out
eye-wateringly unhelpful advice. Warning:
it’s as shocking as it is
hilarious.

ADULTING

WHERE IS
MY MIND?

Life admin often gets in the way of doing
the things that we actually enjoy. And
the annoying thing is, it’s usually stuff we
were never taught in school. Adulting’s
host Oenone helps you figure out how to
tackle adult life, including sorting out your
finances, living consciously, and taking care
of your mental health.

Niall ‘Bressie’ Breslin has a delightful way of
unpacking the ways our always-on society
has an impact on us, and helping remedy
it by introducing the basics of mindfulness
practice and meditation. In this sensationally
produced podcast, listeners will learn how
to get off autopilot and focus on the parts of
our world that are truly wonderful.
// 11

THE ROB AUTON
DAILY PODCAST

OWNING
IT

Try switching up your daily news with The
Rob Auton Daily Podcast. Every morning,
comedian, writer and poet Rob reads out
pieces he’s written that he likes enough
to share with people who are not himself.
Instead of the usual doom and gloom, you
can wake up to witty short stories, poetry
and the dulcet tones of a Yorkshire accent.

Fighting back at the stigma of anxiety
is author Caroline Foran, who in this
practical podcast explores everything from
what exactly anxiety is, to how to develop
techniques necessary for dealing with it. With
personal stories, expert advice and tips on
showing anxiety who’s boss, Owning It is a
refreshing take on tackling mental health.

ACAST IS THE HOME OF THE WORLD’S BEST PODCASTS.
FIND WHAT SPEAKS TO YOU AT ACAST.COM.

1/2 PAGE AD
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THE OLD TESTAMENT //

CLASSIC EPISODES FROM
THE PODCAST ARCHIVES
CRIMINAL

True Crime

#15 // He's Neutral // Jan 2015
Unlike many of it's counterparts in the True Crime genre, Criminal strays
away from the morbid and gruesome in an effort to investigate crimes of a
different nature as well as the people involved on each side of the story. In
this early episode a man from Oakland becomes so fed up with the levels
of local crime that he takes matters into his own hands in a way you'd never
guess. This episode proved so popular with listeners that the story was
revisited for episode #119 in July of 2019.

BRIAN & ROGER

Comedy / Fiction

Series 2 // 01: An Evening With Aggers // Feb 2019
Brian & Roger is a beautifully simple audio sitcom written and performed by
Toast Of London's Harry Peacock and Dan Skinner (Angelos Epithemiou).
Brian & Roger met at a support group for divorced men and are finding
their new single lives increasingly difficult. This specific episode had us
in tears of laughter as a trip to a Q&A with cricket commentator Jonathan
Agnew goes spectacularly wrong in the most brilliant way. If you're a fan of
dark humour then this may just be your new favourite show.

STANDARD ISSUE

Society & Culture

Ep 106 Gig 27 // Christie, Conaty, Suttie and Millican // Apr 2018
Made by women, for women, magazine show Standard Issue produce a
variety of brilliant shows every week. Their live shows or 'gigs' have proved
incredibly popular and this episode is a great example of why. Comedians
Isy Suttie, Bridget Christie and Roisin Conaty join Sarah Millican and Mickey
Noonan to discuss what really makes them laugh, their dream jobs, eating
raw onions and randy dogs. A great mix of comedy and nuanced discussion,
it's clear why the Standard Issue team have such a strong following.
14 //
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REVISIONIST HISTORY

History

Series 1 Episode 7 // Hallelujah // Jul 2016
Malcolm Gladwell’s beautifully produced podcast studies aspects of the
past that have been overlooked or misunderstood. In this episode he
tracks the evolution of Leonard Cohen’s ‘Hallelujah’, from a little-heard
album track to a well-loved classic, to illustrate how our understanding of
the creative process is often focused on moments of inspiration rather than
hard work and blind luck. Listen and learn about the many people who
shaped the song and the moments of serendipity along the way.

OFF THE CUFF

Comedy

Do It For The Gram // Aug 2017
Fols Forever & Mr Vans get together each week for a 'good honest
conversation' about music, politics and the main issues of the day. The
pair's chemistry is off the scale and their guests are often hilarious. This
episode features a conversation about social media that is still relevant
to this day. Are we too invested? Is validation from others that important?
Julez Montana guests in a frank conversation that will have you questioning
your own habits.

HOOVERING

Food / Interview

Episode 40 // Ed Gamble // Nov 2018
Comedian Jessica Fostekew speaks to interesting people about
"gobbling; guzzling; nibbling; scoffing; devouring and wolfing all up… or
if you will, hoovering." In this episode Jessica takes beetroot soup to the
house of fellow food fan Ed Gamble to discuss the trials of being vegan-ish,
living with type 1 diabetes and the correct way to eat a banana. Eating and
talking at the same time may not appeal to all but it's never off putting and
if anything the circumstances make the conversation even more natural.

SNAP JUDGMENT

Narrative Non-fiction

Season 10 Episode 1 // This Is Not A Drill // Jan 2019
On January 13th, 2018, at exactly 8:07 in the morning, one text message
turned the state of Hawaii into a state of emergency. From panic and fear
to acceptance and joy, Snap Judgment focuses in on the following 38
minutes and the people who's lives were most affected. Real life stories
layered with music created exclusively for the podcast will show you
quickly why Snap Judgment is considered one of the most compelling and
captivating listens available.
// 15

A brand new podcast from Ed Gamble,
only available on Spotify.

16 //
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REVELATIONS //

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

A BRAND NEW SHOW
FROM SPOTIFY
A brand new 8-part documentary series with
comedian Ed Gamble called Lifers joined the
Spotify Originals family last month and we
couldn’t be more excited about it! With a selfdiagnosed ‘Coldplay face’, Ed’s obsession with
heavy metal music may come as a surprise to
many but forged in the sweaty, beer-soaked
mosh pits of countless gigs and obscure web
forums, Ed’s fascination with the genre has
made him a highly regarded connoisseur.
During the course of Lifers, Ed embeds himself
with those who have given their identity to the
genre and speak to some integral names from
the world of metal including Cradle of Filth’s
Dani Filth, Grim Reaper’s Steve Grimmett
and more. Ed says, “Despite looking like a
Christian, I am metal to my molten core. The
opportunity to meet so many ironclad legends
of the scene, and find out what keeps them

For your further listening delectation, we’ve
put together a hand-picked list of podcasts
presented by comedians that might not be
on your radar yet but absolutely should be.
Happy listening!
LONDON, ACTUALLY
London goes through her awesome single
life meeting lots of dudes and having hilarious
sexy encounters, and then runs back to the
studio to tell you all the juicy details.

battling through it all, was a massive treat. I
can’t wait for metalheads and normalheads
alike to hear what we’ve managed to capture.
To be fair, I don’t make myself look more metal
by using phrases like “massive treat” do I?”
Lifers with Ed Gamble launched on March 19th
and will be released weekly on Thursdays.

CONVERSATIONS AGAINST
LIVING MISERABLY
Every week Aaron Gillies and Lauren Pattison
talk to a different guest about how they
live their day to day lives without misery. It's
funnier than it sounds.
NO MONEY MO PROBLEMS
Mo is a stand-up comedian, TV personality and
social media video star. In this podcast he sits
down with a guest and takes a trip down memory
lane. Loads of stories and plenty of laughs.
// 17

EVERY PODCAST IN POD BIBLE HAS A SCANNABLE CODE SO
YOU CAN EASILY OPEN AND LISTEN WITHIN THE SPOTIFY APP
OPEN A SEARCH THEN CLICK ON THE CAMERA ICON TO USE
THE IN-APP SCANNER

18 //
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SPEECHDEVELOPMENTRECORDS.COM

MUSIC. BOOKS. CLOTHING. STUFF.
// 19

THE DISTRACTION PIECES NETWORK IS THE HOME OF EVERYTHING
REQUIRED TO MEET YOUR WEEKLY PODCAST NEEDS.
AVAILABLE ON ACAST, SPOTIFY AND ALL GOOD PODCAST PLATFORMS.
20 //
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THE SCRIPTURES //

PODCASTS WITH BACK
CATALOGUES THAT ARE
ALL KILLER, NO FILLER
SOME PODS YOU DIP IN AND OUT OF, OTHERS
YOU LISTEN TO RELIGIOUSLY. HERE’S OUR
SELECTION OF PODCASTS THAT ARE WELL
WORTH YOUR SUBSCRIPTION.
THE BUGLE

News / Satire

A satirical news podcast with pedigree, The Bugle has been going since
2007 when Andy Zaltzman and John Oliver spawned the show to break
down the news with sharp wit and a good deal of nonsense. Since Oliver's
departure in 2016 the podcast has continued with a merry go round of cohosts joining Andy in what has become arguably a more consistent show.

EAR HUSTLE

Documentary

Produced by inmates and staff from within the notorious San Quentin's
prison in California, Ear Hustle reveals stories of American prison life that
are gritty, tender and everything inbetween. Subjects from sex trafficking to
life on death row are addressed with empathy and, as you'd expect from a
Radiotopia podcast, the production is faultless. An incredible series.

REPLAY

Sport

Colin Murray delves into the extensive BBC archive to look back at 90
years of sports reporting, featuring classic commentaries and interviews
with the likes of George Best and Muhammad Ali. The series only ran
for six months and there's a distinct lack of non male voices but with
an archive that large, here's hoping more episodes will be made soon.
22 //

WHAT DO I DO? MENTAL HEALTH AND ME
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Wellbeing

After experiencing mental health struggles of her own, Dame Kelly Holmes
decided to talk to other high profile people about their own personal
experiences and what they do to cope. Instead of a straight interview in
a studio, Kelly joins her guests in a setting that has helped them feel good,
from a spin class with Davina McCall to baking in Catherine Bohart's kitchen.

A GAY & A NONGAY

LGBTQ+ / Pop Culture

Two men, one gay and one not, get together for a bite-sized chat about
LGBTQ+ issues and pop culture. A simple premise but one that reveals so
much about each man as they try to understand themselves and eachother.
Episodes range from reaction to Phillip Schofield's recent revelation to an
interview with former member of the Westboro Baptist Church, Megan Phelps.

HOOKED: THE UNEXPECTED ADDICTS

Addiction

In January 2019 the BBC set up a new podcast competition in honour of
Rachael Bland, co-host of You, Me & The Big C, who had sadly died the year
before. A deserving winner, Hooked aims to talk honestly about addiction and
recovery while debunking the myths and stereotypes. Well worth a listen if
only for the intimate and unfiltered approach taken by hosts Jade & Melissa.

CTRL ALT DELETE

Careers / Tech

Ctrl Alt Delete started out as a an examination of people's relationships
with the internet but over the years has morphed into conversations with
people who've been able to let their interests shape the work that they do.
Highlights include episodes with Alain De Botton and Gillian Anderson but
it's Emma's personality and professionalism that will keep you coming back.

THE EMPIRE FILM PODCAST

Film

The official podcast from Empire, the worlds biggest and most popular film
magazine, featuring news, reviews and interviews with some of the biggest
names in the industry. The presenters have a real depth of knowledge and
as with any good podcast there are a number of in jokes and running tropes
that will have you feeling part of the gang in no time.

HOMECOMING

Audio Drama

With a cast-list including David Schwimmer, Catherine Keener and Oscar
Isaac, Homecoming really took the audio drama format to the next level back in
2016. The story focuses on a caseworker, her supervisor and a soldier eager
to rejoin civilian life but don't expect a straightforward story arc with this one.
It's little wonder the podcast was made into an Amazon Prime TV series in
2018.
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THE HOLY GRAIL //
IN ASSOCIATION WITH

DON'T JUST TAKE
OUR WORD FOR IT...
EACH ISSUE WE BRING YOU A ROUND-UP OF
THE AUDIBLE ORIGINAL PODCASTS OUR
MEMBERS ARE LOVING AND PRESS ARE
BUZZING ABOUT TOO. WITHOUT FURTHER
ADO HERE’S OUR MEMBERS ON THEIR
FAVOURITE LISTENS…
MIND OVER MUSCLE
Training your body for a marathon is tough. Training your mind is even
harder. Join Ant Middleton, along with elite marathon runner Mara Yamauchi
and sports psychologist Dr Josephine Perry, as they help 5 novice runners
battle their self-doubt, anxiety and fears to get them to the finish line.
“Motivational, introspective, challenging. Whatever
challenge you are facing right now listen to this and
see how you can embrace that challenge.” Nick J

“This is great, full of useful hints and
tips on how to plan and prepare to
achieve your goals.” Anon

TO THE WOMAN, S1 & S2
Described by Elle as ‘a heart-warming display of sisterhood’ this series
celebrates extraordinary women of the world through a series of intimate
letters to themselves and each other.
“A beautiful listen, once I started I
couldn't stop. I cried and laughed
over and over!!” Beth
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“I laughed & cried & raised
my fist in solidarity with these
young women.” Mel
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WE NEED TO TALK ABOUT THE BRITISH EMPIRE
Making sense of the British Empire's legacy... through the stories of
people who lived through it. “Afua Hirsch hosts this thoughtful new
podcast for Audible about the untold stories of a power that, at its peak,
covered 25% of the globe" (The Guardian)
“Beautifully compiled and
so many important and very
differing views.” Angus

“This is a history that should be shared across
the British nation. Why is it not part of the
National Curriculum?” Kate

SLAVING AWAY, S1 & S2
Meet Miranda. She is a cheerful, happy-go-lucky single girl who just
happens to be a dominatrix with a dungeon in her flat where she services
clients with flogging and extreme correction and (if she's lucky) gets the
occasional slave to pay her for the honour of doing her vacuuming.
“The funniest thing on
Audible.” Caroline

“I started laughing at the start and I cried at
the end because it had finished. An excellent
listen from start to finish.” Adam P

MY LOST FAMILY
A family must come to terms with the past when two missing children
reappear after 40 years. As the secrets unravel in this real-life tale, can
the family lay to rest the ghosts of the past?
“This was one of the most moving podcasts I
have heard for a long time.” James

“Stranger than
fiction.” Anon

CALL ME GOD
The never-before-told story of the fascinating and turbulent investigation
into the DC Sniper attack that led to the diabolical and elusive killers'
capture; one that pitted protocol against instinct, sacred institutions
against individual insight.
“A murderous tale which does not glamorise the
murderers. The victims are given full attention
as are their families.” Baz B

“I forgot what a shocking
true story this is.” Philip A

Every month, Audible members get one credit to use on any audiobook regardless of price or length, plus
unlimited access to Audible Original Podcasts at no extra cost.
Listen for free with your 30-day trial. From £7.99 / month after 30 days. Renews automatically.
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THE GOOD SAMARITAN //

PODCASTS
WITH A SOCIAL
CONSCIENCE
JASON REED FROM LEAP UK & THE STOP AND
SEARCH PODCAST SPEAKS TO THE PEOPLE BEHIND
PODCASTS FROM THE CHARITY AND CAUSES SECTOR
Certain topics are deemed sensitive in society,
but what if it means we need to allow those
on the frontlines of the issue to explain and
for their voices to be heard? In the podcast
Sex Power Money comedian and writer Sara
Pascoe has sought to find out more about
sex workers, their rights, and
potential stigmas.
Sara talks to those who
work in sex work industries,
including stripping and porn,
but what was the inspiration
for starting the podcast?
SP: While I was writing my
book, Sex Power Money, I
kept discovering things that
I wished were more widely
known, things that could balance how our
society debates and discusses certain issues.
The thing about podcasts is that they are free
and accessible to anybody. That is a vital and
important thing. Secondly, and maybe even
more importantly, I knew straight away while
writing that I didn’t want, and indeed couldn’t
speak on any other person’s behalf. And so
having a platform where I could ask my stupid
28 //

questions and very generous people with
experience in porn, or sex work, or activism
could share their knowledge was the key.
The subjects which Sara addresses are
both interesting and what some may
consider controversial - why
do we need to have these
discussions?
We need to have better, more
balanced conversations about
certain topics. For instance the
decriminalisation of sex work.
There are many who hate the
idea of violence being used
against people selling sex,
and they think the answer is
to stop people selling sex,
ban it! Make it illegal! Keep everyone safe!
But all evidence shows that criminalisation
makes sex workers lives more dangerous. It
doesn’t help anybody. If we really care about
people’s safety then the conversation we
should be having as a society, and politically,
is economic. How we support people
with disabilities, low income parents, the
homeless. It’s a less salacious conversation.
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In the podcast Sara seeks to listen to
those in working in the field, learning
from their experience. How important is it
to be guided by these voices?

stuff, about them, from their point of view. As
a society we have many different people to
hear from more, to hear more from. It grows
our empathy and understanding.

I think people are very engaged and interested
with anything to do with sex! The trickier thing
is being open to new information and opinions,
because we all can’t help but having strong
moral ideas about sex too. I think the most
important thing here is to listen to the people
who are actually working in sex work, rather
than anyone speaking on their behalf.

Sara has chosen to highlight a cause, The
English Collective of Prostitutes. They have
a petition calling for a change in the law in
efforts to protect sex workers.

So, what has Sara personally learned in
this journey, and what more can society
do in playing its part?
I am learning about listening. That’s what a
podcast is, getting to ask someone to tell you

ukleap.org // @JasonTron
With a mix of live panel
discussions, celebrity guests,
policy experts and general
inquisitiveness, THE STOP AND
SEARCH PODCAST discusses
drugs, addiction, mental health
and the media. Availble on Spotify,
Acast and all other platforms.
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PODCAST DISCIPLE //

KELECHI OKAFOR
IN EACH ISSUE WE ASK A PODCAST DISCIPLE FIVE
QUESTIONS ABOUT THEIR LOVE OF PODCASTS
AND PODCASTING. THIS MONTH WE’RE JOINED
BY KELECHI OKAFOR FROM SAY YOUR MIND.
PB: WHY DO YOU LOVE PODCASTS?
KO: Podcasts are a great way to learn and a great
way to escape your day to day environment. I
never thought I would be a podcast listening type
of person, so you can imagine my surprise when
I listened to a podcast for the ﬁrst time and I felt
like I was instantly part of the conversation taking
place and I looked forward to listening to the next
episode. There are different
podcasts for different activities
in my life. There is the podcast
I’ll listen to while running or if
I’m at the gym. There is also
the podcast I’ll only listen to
when I’m cooking or doing
household chores. Then there is
the podcast I listen to only when
I’m on my commute. There's a
podcast for literally everything
and that is why I love podcasts
so much!
WHAT WAS THE FIRST
PODCAST YOU EVER LISTENED TO?
The Read by Kid Fury and Crissle was the
ﬁrst podcast I had ever listened to. It was
recommended to me by a woman I used to pole
dance with. She tried to explain to me why it was
so good and I just wasn’t grasping the concept
of listening to people I don’t know chatting in my
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ear for ages. During the Christmas holidays that
year I was bored and decided to listen to one
episode, by New Years Day I think I had listened
to about three years of the podcast episodes. I
was clearly a podcast convert.
WHICH PODCASTER MAKES YOU
LAUGH THE MOST?
Deﬁnitely Kid Fury! I have a
very deadpan sense of humour
at times but I think his style of
deadpan cuss you out type of
humour far outshines mine. I
love that he is so informed
yet he delivers the things he
knows in a really witty and
irreverent way. A true King of
comedy.
WHICH PODCAST HAS
EDUCATED YOU THE
MOST??
Ooooh, this is a tough one. I think I’ve been
educated the most by Oprah’s Super Soul
Conversations because of the wonderful
guests she has on the podcast and the amazing
life experiences they share. It truly humbles me
to know there are others out there on a spiritual
journey and I could potentially learn from the
things they’ve encountered and implement the
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lessons into my own life. The other podcast
that has educated me is Esther Perel’s “Where
Should We Begin” because I’m a no nonsense
type of girl and Esther is similar in her approach
to therapy. I’m a big advocate for mental health
awareness and it is brilliant to listen to real
people talk about the very human challenges
they face in their relationships and how they are
guided by Esther to work through them and to
live through them.
CAN YOU RECOMMEND A
PODCAST OUR READERS MAY NOT
HAVE HEARD OF?
Shades of Black podcast is one that people
really need to get into. I think in the landscape
of podcasting it is dominated by white male

voices. The reason I enjoy this podcast by
Sam and Ola is because they shine a light
on Black British parenting which is often left
out of the narrative of mainstream parenting
podcasts. One of my favourite episodes is the
National Anti-Bullying Week feat Woke Babies
because in this episode they explore how
parents navigate the reality of their child being
bullied in school especially if the bullying is
also racialised. They are true true Baby Girls
and deserve to be celebrated.
Kelechi Okafor is the host of Say Your Mind. Tune in
every Monday for her unique and hilarious take on
Tarot, current events and pop culture sprinkled with
bad language and an abundance of straws.
@kelechnekoff / kelechiokafor.com

CHECK OUT KELECHI'S FAVOURITES ON SPOTIFY
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THE RAPTURE //

TRANSCEND THIS WORLD
WITH TRAILBLAZING
POD DRAMA
WRITER & PRODUCER, COLIN CARVALHO
BURGESS FROM COEX STUDIOS, ON AUDIO
DRAMA WORTHY OF A BINGE-LISTEN.
It’s official: ‘The Golden Age of Audio
Drama’ has arrived. Well, that’s what
Neil Gaiman said just last month, and I’m
pretty sure that makes it official.
In case you missed the news, Audible and DC
are due to drop a dramatisation of Gaiman’s
Sandman series this summer. To date, we’ve
only been allowed to hear a tiny snippet,
but with British master of long-form audio
fiction, Dirk Maggs, at the helm, it’s sure to
be incredible!

supernatural otherworld. The show is the
latest offering from pod fiction powerhouse
QCode, the studio that crafted the audio
drama hit Blackout starring Rami Malek, and
Carrier starring Cynthia Erivo. The film rights
to Carrier have already been snapped up,
with Erivo attached to reprise her role.

Sandman comes hot on the heels of comic
book adaptations of Marvel’s Wolverine: The
Long Night and Marvels, both worthy of your
pod time and available on Stitcher Premium.

The BBC has a rich heritage in audio drama
and the launch of BBC Sounds has opened
the door to a host of new creators and
fresh voices, as heard in their recent sci-fi
series, Murmurs. Among others, The Beeb
enlisted writers from indie drama hits Within
The Wires and Victoricity to cook up this
mind warping anthology. The Archers it most
definitely is not.

Meanwhile, Hollywood’s finest have also
been quick to bring their talents to your
ears. A growing number of drama titles are
already available to binge, with more in the
pipe line. Westworld star, Tessa Thompson,
produces and stars in The Left Right Game,
which follows a paranormal explorer into a

If this all sounds just a little bit exciting, get
to Twitter and search #audiodrama to reveal
hundreds of podcasts that transport you into
other worlds, from improvised role playing
podcasts to full-cast, immersive pod dramas.
It seems Neil Gaiman is right, this really is a
Golden Age for lovers of audio escapism...
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at least until it’s time to rejoin the world of
ramble chats, true crime and your other
podcast favourites.
Colin Carvalho Burgess is producer of

West:Word - the Westworld fan podcast
from Sky TV, and writer of sci-fi pod drama
'Coexistence' from Coex Studios.
coex.studio // @CarvalhoBurgess

THIS ISSUE'S AUDIO DRAMA RECOMMENDATIONS
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FOR THE LOVE OF POD //

STEF REID
WHICH PODCASTS DO OUR FAVOURITE STARS LISTEN
TO? WE ASKED PARALYMPIAN STEF REID MBE FOR THE 5
PODCASTS SHE COULDN'T LIVE WITHOUT.

1

2

THE INTELLIGENCE

My favourite way to stay up to date with world news. The features are
balanced both in terms of perspective and spread across the world and
I like the format: two news stories plus a slightly alternative feature.

THE MOTH

The Moth is about keeping the culture of storytelling alive. Everyone
today talks about storytelling and getting the narrative right, from
company values, to personal branding and marketing. The only way
to become a better storyteller is by listening to amazing storytellers.

3

4

TED TALKS DAILY

I love being exposed to new ideas and new ways of thinking. And the
best part about Ted Talks Daily is the variety of lengths, from 5 min to
20 min. I feel so much better spending a coffee break recharging with
a Ted Talk rather than mindlessly scrolling social media.

MADE OF HUMAN

First reason to listen: Sofie is hilarious. The second reason is that
everyone at some point asks the question “How do I do life well?”. I love
the variety of perspectives and issues she highlights, as well as the
feeling that I'm listening to an intimate conversation between friends.

5

DESERT ISLAND DISCS

Amazing guests lead to amazing content but you also finish with a sense
of familiarity after learning about the person’s music choices, favourite
book and comfort items. It’s a sense of knowing a person you could
never capture just by reading an article about them.
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PODCAST PROPHETS //

JOE LYCETT
CELEBRATING PODCASTERS IS A COMMON
OCCURRENCE, BUT IN THIS MODERN WORLD
BEING A SOLID, GRADE-A GUEST IS SOMETHING
THAT NEEDS CELEBRATING. OUR PODCAST
PROPHET FOR ISSUE #008 IS JOE LYCETT.
Do you really Lycett? Is it, is it wicked?
Well of course it is. Joe Lycett is a stand up
comedian, tv show host, panel show regular
and author so of course he is going to
be a master when it comes to providing
engaging and hilarious variation as a
podcast guest!
Joe is effortlessly amusing on
any subject imaginable and has a
seemingly bottomless grab bag of
anecdotes to draw from.
We’re loving it, loving it, loving it.
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CTRL ALT DELETE

#95 // Comedy, Sexuality and Hecklers // Sep 2017
Emma Gannon's Ctrl Alt Delete discusses work and the lucky people
who've shaped their careers based on the interests they have. Appearing
as part of a promo tour, this conversation couldn't feel less 'promotional' as
Joe speaks of how underwhelming it was to “go viral”, his unintentionally
Bond villainesque life goal and so much more.

THE COMEDIAN'S COMEDIAN

#168 // Joe Lycett (Live at Machynlleth Comedy Festival) // May 2016
Stuart Goldsmith always does a brilliant job of disarming the comedians
he has on his show but sometimes the live episodes are more about
performance than introspection. Not in this case. Listen to hear Joe speak
honestly about his path into comedy, being a stand up on television and
the way in which his sexuality influences his act.

PRIVATE PARTS

143 // Requesting a Hand Job // Dec 2019
A podcast episode that feels more like sitting in on a sleepover than an
interview. Jamie and Francis hit it off instantly with Joe as he regales them
with tales of the dull reality of sobriety for responsibilities sake, the difference
between stage Joe and Tesco Joe and the best way to sign off an email.
Oh... and they also cover handjobs, hotels and dogs. So that’s nice.

OFF MENU

Ep 41 // Joe Lycett (Christmas Special) // Dec 2019
Is there anything better than a guest on Off Menu (the show where
celebrities pick their dream meal) picking a dessert that provokes the ire
of co-host James Acaster? We think not. Released as a special Christmas
episode, you'll be wanting to relive many of it's hilarious moments all
year round. Bowl of Special K anyone?

GOSSIPMONGERS

Series 2 - Episode 2 // Joe Lycett // Oct 2019
We had to sneak this one in didn't we? Although the guest section
of Gossipmongers is always short, the gossip Joe chooses to share is
excellent and the rest of the episode features one of the funniest anecdotes
committed to audio in recent years. A show based on controversial chit
chat can often become explicit but the laughs are more than worth it.
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INSTRUMENTS OF THE LORD //

PODCAST
EQUIPMENT
AS A BEATMAKER, DJ AND PODCAST PRODUCTION MAESTRO,
BUDDY PEACE KNOWS A THING OR TWO ABOUT THE TOOLS
OF THE TRADE. IN EVERY ISSUE HE'LL BE KEEPING US ACROSS
HIS CURRENT ESSENTIALS AS WELL AS REVIEWING A NEW
PIECE OF PODCAST TECH.

1
2
3
4
5
40 //

BUDDY'S CURRENT ESSENTIALS
SHURE SM-58

		

RRP £92

Of course you can use on-board mics or higher end ones, but I find the 58
has an almost magnetic energy whereby just looking at it makes me want
to record. It’s sturdier than you would ever need, and plays very nicely with
the FetHead.

TRITON AUDIO FETHEAD FILTER

RRP £60

These are a solid element in your recording flow. They basically raise mic
levels without raising overall noise, and I never record without them! They’re
stable as hell and really do the job. Great when you have more than two mics
and potential for noise pileups.

STUDIOSPARES MIC STAND

RRP £18.50

These things are awesome. It may be obvious to add this but I’ve tried and
tested it a lot, and can safely say they’re spot on for tabletop mic setups. Make
sure you have some give on your cables, but other than that, set up and use
with confidence!

REDHEAD WINDSCREEN

RRP VARIABLE

I literally never take my recorder out without one of these. You can get them
for basically all recorders, and for wind and outside noise elements I haven’t
used any better than these. Most certainly worth the price, trust me.

ADOBE AUDITION

RRP £19.97 p/m

I’m a destructive editor. It’s not as cool as it sounds. It means I edit mixdowns
and make changes which are all ‘printed’ to the file. Mainly it’s habit but I love
seeing edits in front of my eyes. I mix bounces in Logic, but edits and levelling
happen in Audition. I’ve been using it since v1.5 on the PC and swear by it.
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THIS ISSUE'S REVIEW
ZOOM L-8 LIVE TRAK
RRP £380
I wouldn’t say Zoom has a stranglehold on the
mobile recording world – perhaps more of a
gentle neck massage. A go-to company for
a lot of sound designers, field recorders and
podcasters, their status is legit and verified
in the audio realm. They have just released
a new recorder / mixing desk which – while
not specifically aimed at podcasters, will
have more than enough features to speed up
workflows and streamline proceedings.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
I’m now so used to the Zoom H6 rotaries that I
was initially a bit disappointed this didn’t come
with them, but when I realigned my mind to
see this as a ‘desk’ unit, all was forgiven. On a
purely aesthetic level, it’s a little dark and while
I didn’t use it in a low-lit situation, I hope the
lights don’t dazzle too much. Overall though,
light but solid, and a satisfying construction.

PROS
Ease of use. If you’ve used a Zoom before
you’ll be used to the workflow and signal path,
and communication. It’s intuitive and you’ll
get results quickly. There are features which
– while maybe not useful to all, could open
your imagination and make you say “Hey wait,
I can do THIS on here!” (that’s totally something
you’d say right?). Look on their site for the
full list (I’m on a word count!) but let’s say the
features are there for efficiency, quick results
and a general ‘up and running’ energy.

CONS
For first timers it could be a little tricky, and it
might require some patience just to get your

head round it all. Not a bad thing though, as
you can really find your own methods with a
little patience.

IS IT ESSENTIAL?
You can put your faith in Zoom, as they’ve
been running the game for a while in terms of
professional audio recorders. Naturally they’re
not the only option, but I’ve tried others and
Zooms just feel like they’re solid, reliable
and offer professionals and beginners alike
a level platform to get along in their crafts.
There are some inspiring touches on here, and
offer open doors into live recording and not
podcast-specific scenarios, which is exciting
to say the least. An excellent option with a lot
of very interesting features for hard- and softcore users.
www.buddypeace.com // @Buddy_Peace
Enjoy Buddy's column? Why
not check out his podcast?
BUDDY'S BUDDIES is
a weekly snapshot of
creative, inspirational and
unique characters carving
out their own fascinating
paths in their lives.
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DEVIL IN THE DETAIL

TV COMPANION PODS
IN EACH ISSUE WE TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT OUR
FAVOURITE SHOWS FROM A SPECIFIC GENRE. THIS TIME
WE'RE GOING DEEP INTO TV COMPANION PODCASTS.
WRITTEN BY PODCASTER AND PODCAST ENTHUSIAST @JOHNCNHARRIS

INSIDE INSIDE NO 9

Over the last six years Inside No 9 has become an unmissable anthology
TV series from the minds of Reece Shearsmith and Steve Pemberton. From
week to week the viewer can find themselves in the middle of a seventeenthcentury witch trial, a hotel caper spoken entirely in iambic pentameter or
even a completely dialogue-free robbery gone wrong. Every episode builds
an entire dense universe for the viewer to theorise about and as such is the
perfect subject for a podcast. Fortunately, the show’s latest season has been
accompanied by a podcast from none other than the two aforementioned
people who know it best. It’s a super insightful deep dive into how the show
is made from script to screen.
STAND-OUT EPISODE: Reece and Steve dissect season five’s central

episode which can be seen both as the biggest departure for the duo but
also the best episode.

THE CHERNOBYL PODCAST

The TV series was a bit of a phenomenon when it hit our TV screens last
year. It managed to do the rare thing of realistically depicting a piece of
modern history while simultaneously being a gripping piece of beautifully
crafted drama. This official companion podcast teams host Peter Sagal
with series creator, writer and executive producer Craig Mazin to discuss
the historical accuracies, inaccuracies (there’s fewer than you expect) and
creative decisions that brought this series to life. There are moments in
the show that you cannot fathom could have happened but this podcast
provides the receipts time and time again. There aren’t many podcasts that
properly enhance the viewing experience like this one does.
STAND-OUT EPISODE: As with the show, the only way to really do this
podcast is from the start and in line with the episodes they cover.
44 //
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OBSESSED WITH...

This BBC podcast is almost an anthology series in itself being used as
an ever-changing vehicle to promote its flagship drama programming.
For each new show a fresh team of TV obsessives takes up the mantle
to talk about everything from Peaky Blinders to Killing Eve. The episodes
drop straight after the relative show so it feels like catching up with mates
about your favourite programme. Right at the start of the year, the podcast
released a stand out three-part mammoth interview with the creators of
the most recent Dracula reinvention, Mark Gatiss and Stephen Moffat,
discussing each episode in detail.
STAND-OUT EPISODE: Comedians Lolly Adefope and Brett Goldstein rip
the first episode of series five of Line Of Duty to shreds in the way that only
two people who truly love the show can.

PILOT TV PODCAST

Disclaimer: I was lucky enough to help launch this podcast but it only got
really good after I left. The award-winning Pilot TV Podcast comes from the
team behind The Pilot TV Magazine which comes from the team behind the
Empire Film Magazine. Hosted by James Dyer, Terri White and Boyd Hilton
the podcast is a weekly one-stop-shop for reviews and general televisual
chit chat. Each member of the team brings something else to the table whether it’s knowing all famous people or having an allergy to comedy. The
affection between the hosts is clear, even when they’re bickering, ensuring
that listening feels more like catching up with friends who happen to have
seen everything on TV and streaming so you don’t have to.
STAND-OUT EPISODE: You’re best off listening to the latest episode to
see what treats are available for you to watch this week.

BONUS RECOMMENDATIONS
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OH. MY. POD. //

INDEPENDENT
PODCASTS
IN AN EFFORT TO CHAMPION THE LITTLE GUY, WE ASKED
AMATEUR OR INDEPENDENT PODCASTS TO GET IN TOUCH
WITH A ONE OR TWO SENTENCE DESCRIPTION OF THEIR
SHOW. HERE ARE SOME OF OUR FAVOURITES...
RADIO GORE
GORE

YOU HAD ME
AT MERLOT

@RadioGoreGore

@yhmampod

Radio Gore Gore gets elbow deep in B-movie horror
and rolls around in its guts. From cult classics to
modern releases, no film is safe from hosts Emma
and Jordan!

RULE NOT THE
EXCEPTION

Two wine rookies discovering all they can about the
grape with special guests to help the cause. Divulging
hilarious stories, wine tasting and mystery drink
games are included with the guests getting slightly
less coherent throughout to learn what is good wine.

SQUANDERLUST
@SquanderlustPod

@SagarRadia / @AmritaAcharia1
Created as an inclusive platform to celebrate, inspire
and ignite honest conversations with underrepresented
creatives within entertainment, fitness and beyond
whilst also showing how different individuals navigate
diversity and inclusion through their careers.

SWEET HOME
WHEREVER
@SweetHomePodcast
Sweet Home Wherever is a podcast all about
people who live far away from wherever they call
home. Hosted by Phil Micallef, an English comedian/
musician living in Prague, for whom Brexit will never
get done!
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25-30 minutes of insightful chat from a former
financial adviser and a former chartered accountant
about why everyone is terrible with money, including
themselves, and what we can all do about it.

QUEER
MARGINS
@QueenMargins
We aim to talk to LGBTQ+ people who are rarely
heard from. Series one focused on the older
generation of queer people and in February we
celebrated LGBTQ+ history month with a number of
special episodes.
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ADOPTION
ADVENTURES
@AdoptionAdvent1
We share our adventures from the world of adoption,
the highs, the lows and the in betweens from our
family. Answering listener questions and discussing
topics which can cause brain ache!!

UNCLASSICAL
@unclassical_pod

LADY
JUSTICE
@LadyJusticePod
A weekly true crime podcast that takes a look at
fascinating cases from across the UK, both past and
present. Many are unbelieveable, some are unusual,
all are unique and someone's story.

PODCAST FOR THE
RECENTLY RELEASED
@luastardust

Hilarious, feminist and just plain silly. Funny and
shrewd break down of classical books for a modern
audience. Hold onto your bonnets!

CATEGORY
IS...
@CategoryIsPod
Category Is speaks from the unique, but authentic
perspectives of 2 black gay men who are not afraid to
present (& defend) their varied opinions on a wide range of
topics. We hope to provoke thought, start conversations,
& always have fun no matter what the #CategoryIs

THE HEAVIEST
PODCAST
@TheHeaviestPodcast
The Heavyist Podcast spreads riffs like the plague.
We cover awesome new heavy music in all manor
of disgusting forms. We also cover the Brutal News,
play games and have damn fun time doing it.

We talk about new releases in nerdy things. Video
games, comics, shows, film AND we discuss some of
our favorite fictional horror stories! While also diving
deep into real life horror.

BRITISH BASEBALL
PODCAST
@BritishBaseballPod
Weekly coverage and insight into the British baseball
scene, covering UK based teams, leagues and the
Great Britain National team. Join host Matthew on a
journey of discovery as he tries out for a team and
interviews people from all levels of the game.

TALES FROM THE
BARGAIN BIN
@TFTBBpodcast
A sometimes irreverent review by two people, of
the various unheard of sequels and straight to video
knock offs that haunt the low budget movie world.
Compared and contrasted, lampooned and so on,
one works in the movies and thinks they have insight.

GOT A PODCAST YOU'D LOVE TO SEE FEATURED IN ISSUE #009?
SEND US A ONE OR TWO SENTENCE DESCRIPTION ON TWITTER!
#OHMYPOD // @PODBIBLE
// 47

THANKS FOR READING!
POD BIBLE WILL BE BACK WITH
ISSUE #009 IN JUNE

@podbible
READ OUR BACK CATALOGUE AT PODBIBLEMAG.COM
COVER ILLUSTRATION BY DAN EVANS
@DAN_DRAWS / IDRAWFORFOOD.CO.UK
WRITERS: ADAM RICHARDSON, SCROOBIUS PIP, JORDAN RIZZIERI, JASON REED,
BUDDY PEACE, COLIN CARVALHO BURGESS & JOHN HARRIS
SPECIAL THANKS TO ACAST, SPOTIFY, AUDIBLE, HANNAH GEORGE, TAYLOR GLENN,
CATIE WILKINS, AMANDA REDMAN, SIMON FRANKLIN, ALEXANDRA ADEY, KELECHI
OKAFOR, NICK HARTWELL, STEF REID, JOE DUCARREAUX & HANNAH RICHARDSON
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